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"Hispanics’ expenditures on household cleaning products
have contracted slightly since 2013. Cleaning the house can

be hard work, but there are clear attitudinal differences
between Hispanics who clean because they want to and

those who clean because they have to. Brands may benefit
from tailoring communications according to the

differences between these groups."
- Juan Ruiz, Director of Hispanic Insights

This report looks at the following areas:

• Hispanic women carry most of the weight
• Wanting to clean changes with acculturation
• Not losing sight of the overarching objective
• The challenge for lesser-known brands is to get cleaners to take a chance
• Seeing beyond hard work
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DID YOU KNOW? This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Traditional gender roles

Not all Hispanics share the same attitudes toward cleaning
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Cleaning Averse (16%)
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Wanting to clean is very different from having to clean

Hispanics clean for the feeling that a clean home provides

Hispanics do most cleaning tasks frequently

When cleaning, finding self-motivation makes a difference

There are significant barriers facing lesser-known brands

Cleaning is hard work, Hispanics may not necessarily be looking for convenience

The charm of cleaning depends on the approach
Figure 20: Hispanics’ household cleaning behaviors, April 2018

Appearances matter
Figure 21: Importance of others seeing Hispanics as having a clean home, by gender and age, by level of acculturation, April 2018

Desire to clean decreases with acculturation
Figure 22: Wanting to clean vs having to clean, by gender and age and by level of acculturation, April 2018

Figure 23: Cleaning in depth vs superficially, by gender and age and by level of acculturation, April 2018

Hispanic women are less likely to feel they have help
Figure 24: Perception of availability of help, by gender and marital status, April 2018

Figure 25: Cleaning alone vs cleaning with the help of others, by gender and marital status and by level of acculturation, April 2018

A clean home feels good
Figure 26: Hispanics’ motivations to clean, April 2018

The main reasons are personal
Figure 27: Advanced analysis – TURF – Hispanics’ motivations to clean, April 2018

Figure 28: Advanced analysis – TURF – Hispanics’ motivations to clean, April 2018

There is a positive correlation between cleanliness and scent
Figure 29: Hispanics’ motivations to clean – Feels good and like the smell, by key demographics, April 2018

Breaking routine
Figure 30: Hispanics’ motivations to clean – Routine, by key demographics, April 2018

It all starts with the kitchen
Figure 31: Hispanics’ frequency of housecleaning chores, April 2018

Figure 32: Hispanics’ frequency of housecleaning chores – Once a week or more often, by household cleaning responsibility, April 2018

Hispanics are okay with most cleaning tasks
Figure 33: Household chores appeal to Hispanics, April 2018

Figure 34: Household chores appeal to Hispanics – Any like, by household cleaning responsibility, April 2018

A steeper road for lesser-known brands
Figure 35: Hispanics’ attitudes toward cleaning brands, April 2018

Household Cleaning Behaviors

Motivations to Clean

Cleaning Chores Frequency

Household Chores Appeal

Attitudes toward Cleaning Brands
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Figure 36: Hispanics’ attitudes toward cleaning brands, by likelihood of Hispanics liking to clean in depth, April 2018

Hispanic women are more likely to be brand loyal
Figure 37: Hispanics’ attitudes toward cleaning brands, by gender and age, April 2018

The opportunity to promote trial increases with acculturation
Figure 38: Hispanics’ attitudes toward cleaning brands, by level of acculturation, April 2018

For many Hispanics, hard work is unavoidable
Figure 39: Hispanics’ attitudes toward cleaning housework, April 2018

Figure 40: Hispanics’ attitudes toward cleaning housework, by key demographics, April 2018

Data sources

Sales data

Consumer survey data

Abbreviations and terms

Abbreviations

Terms

A note about acculturation

Figure 41: Total expenditures by Hispanic households on household cleaning products, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2013-18

Attitudes toward Cleaning Housework

Appendix – Data Sources and Abbreviations

Appendix – Market Data
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